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ABSTRACT

CLOSE SUPPORT ARTILLERY FOR THE U.S. LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION by MAJ. Michael D. Starry, USA., 46 pages

This study is an analysis of the close support artillery battalion in the Light Infantry Division (LID) and its relationship with the maneuver brigade. There is currently a debate over whether the maneuver brigade should have an organic artillery battalion or the traditional direct support artillery battalion. Recent studies such as ARMY 21 and MOC 96 (Maneuver Oriented Corps) suggest organic artillery battalions are the best organization for the future battlefield. In addition recent experience at the National Training Center indicate in general that maneuver-fire support team relationships have some serious weaknesses. One solution in correcting these problems and organizing units for the future battlefield is organic artillery battalions in the maneuver brigades to include the brigades of the LID.

In order to determine if the maneuver brigades should have organic artillery battalions in the LID this paper examines the LID, its unique missions, capabilities and limitations, and its unique light infantry characteristics. Also considered are historical examples of U.S. and German light divisions in WWII, U.S. infantry divisions in Vietnam and the contemporary British light contingency force. The analysis includes an examination of the employment of close support artillery in these historical examples using the fire support doctrinal tenets of adequacy, flexibility and continuity. Technological improvements in field artillery systems are also considered as they relate to a potential need for a change in the artillery battalion-maneuver brigade relationship. Finally, the organic and direct support options are examined using four principles of war: offense, mass, economy of force and unity of effort.

The study concludes that the close support artillery battalions of the LID should not be organic to the maneuver brigades. The LID is designed to combine arms at the division level and the division cannot synchronize firepower for the division battle if the artillery battalions are organic to the maneuver brigades. Some organic artillery in the maneuver brigades appears to be an effective, efficient option although the brigades would be unable to rely on these small units of artillery for all their close support needs. The best relationship for now and into the 1990's remains the direct support mission which gives the division commander flexibility in employing scarce artillery assets as he synchronizes the division fight.
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Introduction

The key to success on the modern battlefield is the ability to create superior combat power by combining maneuver, firepower, protection and leadership in combat action. This unique integration of material assets and military maxim has come to be known as "combined arms". Its value has been recognized by professional soldiers since the days of Frederick the Great. Simply stated, this "combined arms concept" is the basic idea that different arms and weapons systems must be used in concert to maximize the survival and combat effectiveness of each other. The strengths of one system must be used to compensate for the weaknesses of the others, so as to gain a collective effect greater than that of the individual parts. If this contemporary description of combined arms is accepted, then it is essential that the strength of the given combat arm be organized so as to maximize this potential.

Although there are numerous factors that contribute to accomplishing the synergy that produces effective combat power, there are two essential elements. The first of these is doctrine. Doctrine describes the actual roles performed and techniques applied by the different weapons and arms once they have been integrated into the combined arms team. Doctrine also reflects an army's assessment of the battlefield and its expectations of what combat will be like. The second element is the combined arms organization itself, which reflects doctrine in its structure and design. Based on the tactics and operations envisioned for the battlefield, companies, battalions, and brigades are structured in order to maximize their combat power by combining arms at various tactical levels. Different arms and weapons are brought together in these organizations by either fixed tables of organization and equipment, or by "ad hoc" task organized combinations.

Exactly which arms and weapons are combined varies greatly. Different armies have done it differently throughout history. Today, however, the basic list of arms that are routinely combined includes infantry (all types), armor, artillery, engineers, cavalry, helicopters, signal, air defense, close air support and combat service support. A second point of variance, and one of considerable controversy, is that of the level of organization. Which arms or weapons to combine at the various levels of command has been a focal point of debate from the Napoleonic Corps system to the Army of Excellence (AOE), and is reflected in the variety of force structures in armies around the world. One such debate today centers on the direct support field artillery battalions of the Light Infantry Division and their relationship with maneuver brigades. The fundamental question is how should modern American field artillery be structured to meet the Airland Battle doctrinal challenge? In order to answer this question, especially in the context
of the light division, several issues must be addressed.

The current light division organization has a division artillery (Divarty) that includes three artillery "close support" battalions, one for each maneuver brigade. (The term close support is used to differentiate between a unit and a mission assigned to a unit such as direct support or reinforcing). The artillery battalions remain under the command of the Divarty and the support relationships are established based on the tactical situation. This centralized, pooling of artillery units at the division level has been the rule in U.S. artillery organization since WWI. Three wars and almost seventy years later, there are a number of indicators that suggest this traditional approach to task organizing field artillery for direct support needs to be re-examined. Perhaps a more effective decentralized or even an organic relationship in force design should be adopted. In the context of the U.S. Army Light Infantry Division a series of trends and indicators exist that require its artillery organization to be critically analyzed to ensure it is getting its proverbial "best bang for the buck."

The first indicator is the trend in combined arms warfare toward a more decentralized apportionment of arms and weapons in order to achieve a more effective balance of combat power. As one Army historian points out: "......major armies have tended to integrate more and more arms and services at progressively lower levels of organization, in order to combine different capabilities of mobility, protection, and firepower while posing more complicated threats to enemy units." A review of the changes in force structure of the world’s leading armies in the 20th Century clearly reflects this trend.

A second indicator involves a look toward the future. FM100-5, OPERATIONS, describes tomorrow’s battlefield as three-dimensional, non-linear, fluid, and highly lethal with advanced technology aiding leaders as well as soldiers at all levels. In predicting the battlefield of 1996, a recent National Defense University study uses a similar description of the battlefield. It also builds on the Airland Battle tenets of agility, initiative, depth and synchronization. The study suggests a reorganization of the U.S. Army corps, focusing on self-contained, mobile regimental combat teams (including an organic field artillery battalion) with the corps, not the division, providing the necessary additional combat support and combat service support assets. Another study, Army 21, also addresses reorganization by providing the conceptual framework to guide new developments in force structure, doctrine and training well into the 21st Century. This document provides a deeper look into the future, characterizing future combat as ever more decentralized and increasingly fought by smaller more self-contained units than today. Similar to the 1996 study, the fire support concepts in ARMY 21 envision organic field artillery battalions at the maneuver regiment level much like the howitzer battalion in today's armored
cavalry regiments or separate brigades.  

Yet another factor that argues for a review of traditional artillery organization and support relationships is the unique missions of the Light Infantry Division(s). The division is a strategically deployable force with requirements to respond to crisis virtually anywhere in the world. In a 1984 White Paper, the Chief of Staff of the Army indicated that while the Light Infantry Division is primarily a force to be employed in a low intensity combat environment, it must also be capable of deployment to and operations in a high intensity environment. Therefore, given the scope of employment possibilities and variety of missions, it is obvious that the light division will need great flexibility in organization and doctrine. It must be a highly trained, closely knit combined arms team that seeks to maximize its strength through superior organization, weapons and tactics.

In view of these facts it appears that a thorough analysis of artillery support in the Light Infantry Division is overdue. This monograph will focus on the close support battalions normally assigned the traditional mission of direct support to the maneuver brigades, concentrating on how these artillery battalions are combined with maneuver forces, in order to answer a vital organizational question: Should the direct support artillery battalions be organic to the maneuver brigades in the Light Infantry Division?

To answer this question I will first establish the definitions of organic support and direct support highlighting the differences between the two relationships. In order to establish the field artillery support requirements of the LID, I will also examine its various missions, capabilities and its unique light infantry characteristics. This background discussion will also include the current field artillery organization and doctrine in the LID. The current artillery organization and doctrine will be the basis for comparison with historical examples of light infantry divisions in WWII, Vietnam and the Falklands. This comparison will be used in the analysis to determine which is the best relationship for the close support artillery battalion: organic or direct support. The analysis will also include an assessment of future conflict to determine if the current LID artillery organization and doctrine is adequate to support the division on tomorrow's battlefield. The monograph will conclude with an examination of the adequacy of the direct support and organic relationships, using the principles of the offense, mass, economy of force and unity of effort as tools for the analysis.
Definitions

Before proceeding, it is important to insure a common understanding of some essential terms. First, what is meant by the term organic? Current Army doctrine defines it as "Assigned to and forming an essential part of a military organization; an element normally shown in the unit's table of organization and equipment (TOE)." More specifically, when applied to an organic field artillery battalion of a maneuver brigade, organic means: an artillery battalion assigned to the brigade and shown on the brigade table of organization and equipment. Such a battalion is primarily concerned with the field artillery support needs of only that brigade. The artillery commander serves as the brigade fire support coordinator (FSCOORD) and insures fires are planned and coordinated with the brigade scheme of maneuver. The organic field artillery (FA) battalion is positioned by its commander with the approval of the brigade. It trains and deploys the brigade's fire support teams (FIST) and fire support sections (FSS) from company to brigade level. The FA battalion commander is also responsible to the brigade commander for the overall training and readiness of his unit. As with other organic elements supply, maintenance and administrative support are the responsibility of the brigade.

For artillery, direct support describes the current relationship between the artillery battalion and the maneuver brigade. Current doctrine defines it as: "Artillery whose primary task is to provide fire requested by the supported units." A cannon battalion assigned the mission of direct support is primarily concerned with the field artillery support needs of the supported brigade only. The artillery battalion commander is the brigade FSCOORD. Fires are planned and coordinated by the FSCOORD with the brigade scheme of maneuver. The battalion is positioned on the battlefield by the battalion commander or as directed by force FA headquarters. The battalion answers calls for fire from the brigade and from the force FA HQ. The artillery battalion trains and deploys FIST and FSS from company to brigade level. The battalion commander is responsible to the force FA HQ for the overall training and readiness of the unit. Supply, maintenance and administrative support are provided by the force FA HQ.

Several essential distinctions between organic and direct support need to be reiterated briefly. (See Appendix I) The organic unit has no inherent responsibility to respond to "force artillery headquarters," i.e. Divarty in calls for fire or positioning, whereas the direct support (DS) unit is responsive to Divarty control. That means the division cannot rely on the organic FA battalion in the brigade for additional firepower when massing division fires or when firing counterfire or interdiction. In addition the organic unit cannot be assigned either of three other field artillery tactical missions (reinforcing, general support reinforcing or
general support), or an "on order" mission when its parent unit is not committed or is in reserve. That is to say they cannot support other field artillery units or division requirements for fires. In addition the organic unit could be held in reserve (when its parent brigade is in reserve).

In order to determine if the close support artillery battalions should be organic to the brigades, one has to look first at the Light Infantry Division and its missions, including the basic characteristics and capabilities of light infantry in general. These two factors will provide a focus for the discussion of doctrinal requirements and force design needs of the division in the context of artillery support.

The Light Infantry Divisions (LID)

Today's Army faces a variety of challenges. It may have to fight in a mid to high intensity environment on a sophisticated Airland battlefield against a well-equipped heavy force or in a low intensity environment against enemy forces that range from insurgent guerillas to Soviet surrogates. The LID has been developed to provide a flexible combat ready force capable of deterring aggression, and should deterrence fail, defeating an enemy in low to mid intensity combat scenarios. It is optimized for employment against light forces in a low to mid intensity conflict. Depending on the situation the division can be employed as a complete division or as separate brigades and battalions. Without additional augmentation the LID is extremely vulnerable to enemy air, artillery and nuclear or chemical attack. Whether the division is operating in a contingency area or as a reinforcement to a forward deployed corps, it is augmented by or integrated into the operating and supporting structure of a larger force. 11

Tactical operations conducted by the LID capitalize on the unique capabilities of light infantry. Although their tactics and techniques in a specific environment are based on the factors of METT-T, the division is capable of operating in virtually all types of terrain and weather. It is ideally suited for fighting at night or in periods of reduced visibility. The division fights in and moves through forests, jungles, mountains or urban areas. 12

Colonel Huba Wass de Czege provides some insight to these LID distinctions in his description of light infantry. "Light infantry is specialized for rapid air transportability, clandestine insertion, very rugged terrain, night operations, infiltration, raids and ambushes; it gives off only a small tactical signature." 13

Edward N. Luttwak also describes light infantry and points up some essential differences between it and other kinds of infantry:
The salient differences between the 'light' and regular infantry lies in their respective modes of warfare rather than in their equipment.

Regular infantry fights predominantly in a linear-front mode as part of a wider array of forces, both serving and being served by the extra-divisional artillery, armor and other elements with which it must cooperate at the tactical level.

Light infantry, on the other hand, normally fights in a non-linear and tactically independent manner, even if its actions are coordinated with those of other elements at the operational level.  

Steven L. Canby in his study “Classic Light Infantry and New Technology” highlights still more characteristics of light infantry that are important to this discussion, especially as they relate to the size of the force employed and also to its firepower needs. Frequently, the light infantry will not employ an artillery preparation prior to an attack. This aids the force in achieving surprise and gaining the initiative. The force emphasizes a quick attack supported by timely volume fire. The critical factor is not mass but rather timely accurate concentrations.

In regards to the debate over fire or maneuver for the light infantry force in the attack or the defense, maneuver not firepower is employed. Protection is achieved not as much from firepower as through night operations, camouflage and simply digging-in. The light infantry relies mostly on its organic infantry weapons which capitalizes on opportunity gained in decentralized, small unit operations like ambushes, patrolling or squad through platoon sized attacks. Best suited for close terrain, light infantry formations have historically been most often employed in brigade or smaller size elements in close terrain environments.

In summary, as a part of the combined arms team (the field artillery) has a unique challenge as the principal indirect fire support means in the LID. To accomplish its mission the field artillery organization and doctrine must be highly flexible. The artillery must provide adequate support to any size unit deployed for combat whether it is the entire division, a brigade or a battalion. Support is also required in a variety of environmental conditions ranging from the open terrain of the mountains to the jungles. The restrictions of terrain and tactical mobility as well as strategic mobility considerations will limit the size of artillery weapons (weight and caliber). These mobility factors will also limit the size of the artillery units to be employed.
The demand for responsive, accurate fires is a universal requirement of the maneuver commander regardless of the environment (high or low intensity) or type of force (heavy or light). But in the light infantry environment of close combat, decentralized operations and offensive maneuver, the artillery must capitalize on flexibility in doctrine and organization to provide the best support possible. To better understand how the artillery will meet this challenge a review of the current LID artillery organization and doctrine is necessary.

Field Artillery Support

The division’s field artillery organization provides the LID with artillery fires and establishes the command, control and coordination (C3) network needed to integrate all other available fire support. Divarty is organic to the division and (See Appendix 2) has three 105mm battalions (one for each brigade) to provide close support and one general support 155mm battery providing support to the division as a whole. Each close support battalion has a countermortar radar (Q36) for target acquisition. For additional fire support the division will receive augmentation from a supporting force (echelons above division) in the areas of target acquisition, counter fire and indirect fire for deep attack (long range cannons and rocket systems). 16

Current doctrine specifies that the Divarty will provide support in three primary areas: close support, counterfire and interdiction. Close Support is immediately responsive close and continuous fires that are coordinated with and integrated into the scheme of maneuver. Close support enables commanders rapidly to multiply combat power and shift fires quickly around the battlefield expanding the battlefield depth, damaging enemy forces and positions and inflicting damage beyond direct fire range. Logically maneuver commanders value close support over other field artillery roles because of the clearly visible effects on the outcome of the battle as it occurs along the FLOT. This is the primary mission of the close support battalion. 17

Counterfire on the other hand is the attack of enemy artillery, mortars and air defense. Enemy observation posts and command posts are also counterfire targets. Counterfire will normally be planned by Divarty. It will be executed by artillery battalions with either general support, general support reinforcing or reinforcing missions or by “other” fire support means augmenting the division (naval gunfire, helicopters or close air support). 18

Interdiction disrupts, delays or destroys enemy forces not yet in contact and in doing so adds depth to the battlefield. Correspondingly it allows the commander to shape portions of the battlefield while enhancing his force’s increased freedom of maneuver. Interdiction fires are
normally planned and executed in the same manner as counterfire. Because of the limited range of the 105mm howitzer the LID will rely heavily on naval gunfire, close air support and attack helicopters for interdiction fires.¹⁹

Doctrine also provides the rules and procedures that guide the action and employment of the artillery as a part of the combined arms team. Let us look briefly at current doctrine for employment of the LID artillery. The artillery organizes for combat in order to provide responsive, effective fires, and to coordinate all fire support. To accomplish these tasks the field artillery uses four standard tactical missions: direct support (DS), reinforcing (R), general support reinforcing (GSR) and general support (GS). When the division commander organizes his Divarty for combat, he meets his own needs for artillery fires as well as the needs of the maneuver brigades. He must provide assets for close support (DS, R) of the brigades and keep enough assets under his immediate control (GSR, GS) to influence the close battle and deep battle at critical times and places. These fires under the division commander's control (GSR, GS) include close support fires, but will focus largely on interdiction and counterfire. In order to provide these responsive, effective fires, current doctrine focuses on three fundamentals clearly stated in the Army's capstone doctrinal manual FM100-5, Operations: "In integrating fire support into operations, the most important considerations are adequacy, flexibility and continuity".²⁰

Minimum adequate support for units in contact will always be an important issue in combining arms, and ultimately, in winning battles. Current U.S. Army doctrine considers one FA battalion in support of each committed brigade as minimum adequate support. Tied to the question of adequacy is the related issue of responsiveness. Essentially it is a question of timely fires, but it is also a question of mass. Massing at the right place and at the right time has become the hallmark of the U.S. Army artillery and the means by which adequacy and responsiveness are measured. Not only in massed fire missions, but in other battery and battalion fire missions, the unit in contact expects fires quickly and at the right place, otherwise the support is not adequate regardless of the number of fire units supporting the brigade. Assignment of standard field artillery tactical missions to battalions in the Divarty allows the division commander to provide adequate fires at the right place, the right time and in sufficient quantity.²¹

Flexibility in our current doctrine is largely a function of centralized control. Control is centralized at the highest level possible consistent with fire support capabilities and mission requirements. Flexibility in organizational design also allows the system to establish and rapidly to shift priorities as the operation unfolds. In doing so it provides the necessary weight
to support the main effort in the offense while also being capable of strengthening the vulnerable areas in the defense. Flexibility is gained largely through positioning and assignment of tactical missions versus organic or fixed organizational association. 22

In order to provide continuity of support field artillery must be prepared in the face of either planned or unforeseen events to insure smooth transitions from one phase of an operation to another. In order to accomplish this the artillery units are assigned standard tactical missions. They can also be assigned on-order as well as non-standard missions. Continuity is further enhanced by positioning, movement of units, and allocation of ammunition. In order to provide continuous effective fire support throughout an operation, the fire support planning and coordination process must mirror the operations planning effort. Fire planning is a continuous and simultaneous process conducted at all levels of command. Finally, continuous support also refers to the "grass roots" sustainability of the system, ie weapons system maintenance and ammunition resupply. 23

An Historical Perspective

It is appropriate at this point to look at historical and contemporary examples of light infantry divisions and their field artillery organizations and doctrine. In each example the armies organized their artillery to provide adequate, flexible and continuous support. In order to accomplish these three fundamentals each army had to choose between organic artillery in the infantry brigades or centralized control at the division level and the subsequent direct support relationship. These historical examples will examine light infantry divisions and how effective they were in terms of providing adequate, flexible and continuous support to determine which is the best relationship—organic or DS.

The 10th Mountain Division (WWII)

The 10th Mountain Division was the only U.S. Army light division to see combat in WWII. The division was specifically designed and trained to fight in the mountains of northern Italy and deployed to that theater in December 1944 under a modified light division TOE which closely resembled the regular infantry division. (See Appendix 3) The unit fought with distinction in medium mountain terrain at Riva Ridge and in the Po Valley. Improvisation in task organizing
units, small unit actions and individual initiative characterized the division’s successful operations. 24

The division’s field artillery was organized with only three battalions of 75mm howitzers organic to the Divarty. Also, the division was organized without the cannon companies normally found in the infantry regiments; however, companies and battalions had 60mm and 81mm mortars respectively. In addition the Divarty was made even weaker with the decision to delete the 105mm general support battalion from the original TOE. 25 The division had to overcome these weaknesses and it was able to do it, largely through application of sound doctrinal principles. First, adequate support was provided to the regiments not through organic artillery but by maintaining centralized control of the artillery at division level and by assigning artillery battalions direct support and other missions. Doctrine also required the division to synchronize the supporting fires of the corps and army artillery units. The Divarty effectively allocated and prioritized the augmenting fires of these units to support the entire division which included massed fires when necessary. This centralized control at the Division level also gave the Divarty the flexibility to attach artillery units to regiments when necessary. At Tarbole during the Rive Ridge operation, 75mm artillery platoons (four howitzers each) were attached to units well forward to provide direct and indirect fires to assault troops, river crossings, ambushes, patrols, "bunker-busting", and clearing tunnels and roadways. 26 Adequacy of support was provided assigning DS missions and giving priority of fires to the critical point in the battle. In addition massing of artillery fires controlled by the Divarty was decisive in the battle at Tarbole. The Divarty provided continuity in this battle by attaching artillery units, assigning missions (DS, R, GS) and employing all the artillery available, holding none in reserve.27

It is difficult to ascertain whether or not the field artillery support of the infantry regiments would have been different if the close support artillery battalion was organic rather than DS. However, one thing is clear - the 10th Division Artillery would have had difficulty providing adequate, flexible and continuous support if the battalions were organic. Without modifying the organic relationship, the division would not have been able to call on the DS battalion to mass fires with the division. In addition the brigade in reserve would have kept its organic artillery battalion also in reserve, limiting the division commander’s ability to anticipate future operations and weight the main attack or strengthen the defense. In the experience of the 10th Mountain Division there was nothing to be gained by having organic close support battalions in the infantry regiments. Their current system provided them adequate,
flexible and continuous fires. A similar situation can be found in the German Mountain Division.

The German Mountain Division (WWII)

Another example of artillery support for a light infantry force is found in the German Mountain Division of WWII, the 10th Division's "Wehrmacht" equivalent. German light divisions were employed in a variety of environments under a wide range of conditions but they were designed primarily for combat in mountainous and highly compartmented terrain. These divisions fought in every theater in Europe from Norway to Crete and from low to mid intensity combat environs. German light division tactical doctrine was characterized by agility, speed and initiative with the focus on small unit actions. Indirect fire support in these divisions included a variety of both mortars and howitzers. Companies and battalions had 50mm and 80mm mortars respectively, as well as 75mm howitzer platoons of two guns (Hausbatterien) organic to the heavy weapons company. The division had an artillery regiment (U.S. Divarty equivalent) with two 75mm howitzer battalions and 150mm howitzer battalion.

As in the 10th Mountain Division, artillery doctrine in the German mountain division also maintained flexibility through centralized control at the division level. Artillery was task organized based on mission, mobility, range, amount of ammunition, trajectory, sectors of fire and availability of firing positions. All of these factors were considered by the regiment in providing adequate support to the division. The end result was close cooperation, timely concentration of fires and quick response to calls for fire. The artillery support for the attack of the 46th Infantry Division at Maratuki in the western Caucasus provides a good example. Adequate support was provided by dividing up the artillery available from the Division and the Corps. Missions were assigned (DS, GS) and priorities established for the artillery units based on support required for the main and supporting attacks. In addition mobility of the guns was considered (they had self-propelled and towed howitzers), along with range of the guns, ammunition available and position areas available. Continuity was gained by proper positioning of the guns to support the maneuver units. In addition no artillery was kept in reserve. Instead, ammunition was carefully allocated and priorities established for resupply of the critical units. The overall flexibility of artillery support was maintained through centralized control at division level.

In general terms the Germans believed artillery support should be far enough forward to influence the battle at the decisive time and place. They had small units of organic artillery in
the infantry regiments and in many cases artillery units from battalion size to single gun were "attached" in order to provide this decisive firepower. But they relied on the concept of direct support battalion or attached battalions to provide close support to their regiments. The doctrinal rule was to maintain control at the division level and support the regiments by assigning missions or attaching the field artillery units. Organic artillery battalions in the infantry regiments would have inhibited the flexibility and adequacy of artillery support in an operation such as Maratuki. Artillery would have been held in reserve or fully committed to regimental priorities. The organic battalion would not have been available to support critical areas of the battlefield or mass fires beyond its regimental zone of action. In a division that had only three artillery battalions in its Divarty, holding guns in reserve was not an option. There was nothing to be gained by having organic artillery battalions and then modifying that command relationship to fit the factors of METT-T. Their system of centralized control gave the German Mountain Division the flexibility to task organize and adapt to any situation.

U.S. Infantry Division (Vietnam)

The war in Vietnam can be characterized by shifting intensities of conflict from early "pacification" operations to variations of conventional war in its later stages. Tactical operations were predominantly offensive in nature and focused on "finding, fixing and destroying the enemy". Units were scattered widely in order to control large areas and consequently the battlefield was non-linear and multidirectional. The majority of fighting was based upon non-conventional, guerrilla or semiguerilla tactics. Although there were a number of large unit operations, tactical operations by brigades, battalions and companies comprised the bulk of the U.S. effort throughout the war.

Firepower was a dominant characteristic of the Vietnam war where artillery battalions of the infantry divisions played an important and often decisive role. In the U.S. ROAD division organic artillery was held at the division level. (See Appendix 7) Divarty had three direct support battalions (105mm) for close support fires and one composite general support battalion of 155mm and 8 inch howitzers to provide augmenting fires (GS, GSR, R). Infantry companies and battalions had organic 81mm mortars and 107mm mortars respectively. Once again flexibility was gained by retaining control of the artillery at the division level. The artillery was organized to provide support by assigning standard tactical missions to battalions and by coordinating the employment of all available assets to include artillery support from
outside the division as well as air support and naval gunfire.\textsuperscript{33}

The artillery, however, had to modify established operational procedures to adapt to the unconventional battlefield. The wide dispersal of maneuver units and the decentralized fighting (company-battalion-brigade) required these changes and adaptations. In general the brigade direct support battalions could not mass the fires of all three batteries. To meet the demands of adequacy in fire support it was necessary to "attach" to each infantry battalion a "direct support" battery in order to provide effective, responsive fires. In most cases these batteries were isolated from their parent battalions and became "habitually associated" on a relatively permanent basis with the supported unit.\textsuperscript{34} In a fire base configuration adequacy was also provided by reinforcing the direct support batteries and battalions with mutually supporting indirect fires from other artillery units within range. In virtually every situation the Divarty also enhanced adequacy of fires throughout the division by controlling the fires of long range artillery provided by Corps Artillery and Field Force Artillery units. Continuity of support was maintained by holding no artillery in reserve and by careful positioning of units to provide close support for the maneuver commander as well as mutual support for other artillery units.

Operation LAM SON 216 (April 1968) provides an example of how the U.S. artillery applied its doctrine in combat.\textsuperscript{35} The 1st Cavalry Divarty provided adequacy in support by assigning a DS mission and reinforcing missions to the artillery battalions. In addition the Divarty controlled the fires of two heavy artillery battalions and an aerial field artillery battalion in general support (GS) of the division. The massed fires of these units and their responsive answers to calls for fire were decisive in the battle. Continuity of support became a problem because of the terrain and bad weather which hampered airmobile operations and limited the mobility of the guns and resupply of ammunition. The tempo of the operation was not disrupted, however, because of the number of guns available, their ranges, and careful ammunition management. The division was able to provide adequate support in this operation as well as many others because of the flexibility inherent in centralized control at the division level. They could provide timely and accurate artillery in a relatively conventional situation like LAM SON 216.

On the other hand U.S. artillery was also highly successful in decentralized unconventional situations typified by fire base operations. The situation especially early in the war required artillery units to spread out in decentralized operations supporting maneuver units in large areas of jungle, mountains or river delta. The decentralized execution of artillery support is reflected by the fact that many artillery units were attached to maneuver units from battery to
battalion level. These attachments were modified direct support missions. Therefore, Divarty still maintained command and control of these units and could still position them and call on their fires in an emergency. This doctrine of maximum feasible centralized control gave the Division great flexibility and provided adequate fires throughout the Division area of operations. An organic command relationship would have limited this versatility and adaptability.

United Kingdom Expeditionary Forces (UKEF)

The UKEF provides a unique example of a light infantry force that does contain organic artillery battalions in its brigades. Although it is not a “light division” it is the only contemporary examples of a large light infantry force using organic artillery in support of brigades. Therefore it will provide a useful perspective for evaluation of organic artillery. The UKEF is made up of two differently organized brigades, the 3d Commando Brigade (3CDO) and the 5th Infantry Brigade. (See Enclosure 8) Similar to the U.S. LID, the UKEF is a small, light, deployable force used for strategic contingency missions. The 5th Infantry Bde is best suited for fighting in close terrain against a light infantry or lightly armed infantry threat. It is envisioned that the brigade would rarely be employed alone. Consequently it would reinforce a forward deployed unit or be augmented by other units once in theatre. The 3CDO is a very light force with no armor. It is best suited for operations against light infantry and special operation. Both units rely on close air support, naval gunfire, armed helicopters and field artillery for fire support; however, they both have organic artillery battalions (105mm). The maneuver companies and battalions have “light company mortars” and 81mm mortars respectively. Similar to all light divisions their tactical doctrine focuses on small unit combat, agile maneuver and individual initiative.36

Historically as well as in current doctrine, the British adhere to the maxim of one artillery battalion per maneuver brigade in order to provide close support fires. When fighting as division sized formations these artillery battalions are in direct support instead of organic. The current British doctrine parallels that of the previous historical examples.37 It emphasizes centralized control at the division in order to provide adequate, flexible and continuous support for the division. In this situation, however, both the brigades maintained command and control of their own artillery. Neither the expeditionary force headquarters nor the land force commander ever established any centralized control. The assessment of fire support following the war indicated that the infantry needed greater indirect firepower. 38
This parallels the battlefield assessment of the Goose Green battle by the ground force commander, Brigadier Thompson, when he commented that the battle for Goose Green would have been incomparably easier had 2PARA possessed more artillery support. Also, one could conjecture that the engagements from 11-14 June on Port Stanley might have had fewer British casualties and more enemy casualties if there had been some sort of coordinated effort between the two organic artillery battalions. A coordinated effort might have allowed for better positioning of the guns and massed fires of the two battalions. In addition, a cooperative effort would have made more guns available to shift fires around the battlefield to critical points. There is no doubt that many of the difficulties the artillery had in providing adequate support were beyond the control of the two organic battalions, especially at Goose Green. Lack of mobility resulted from the lack of helicopters and poor flying weather. These same limitations hindered ammunition resupply. Consequently, continuity of support was weak but that is predictable in a contingency operation of this nature.

By all accounts the Royal Artillery provided superb support under these difficult conditions and it is not my intent to revise history. But given the facts and the circumstances there is a reasonable doubt that organic field artillery battalions was the best possible option for the UKEF in the Falklands War.

Analysis and Implications

Field Artillery Support for the Light Infantry Division

In the examples used in this paper, (except for the UKEF in its unique situation), as well as others considered by the author, there is no army that has opted for organic close support artillery battalions with their maneuver brigades in light divisions. No doubt each nation faced the same dilemma of providing adequate responsive field artillery support on a close terrain battlefield characterized by decentralized small unit action, initiative and surprise. In each example, Americans and Germans in WWII; Vietnam and the Falklands, the requirement was for immediately available close fire support for infantry units in contact whether it be a platoon or brigade. In addition each division considered the needs of the force as a whole, which gave the division the ability to influence the battlefield where necessary, allocate resources considering the entire battlefield (deep, close, rear), and fight the current battle as well as anticipate future requirements. Lower echelons (ie brigade) often cannot see the proverbial "forest for
the trees" in terms of the total tactical situation. Therefore, it is division control that established the necessary flexibility to provide adequate support using the DS mission to support maneuver brigades, not organic artillery battalions.

One can see that in order to accomplish this delicate "fine tuned" combined arms balance between firepower and maneuver, different armies have used different organizational solutions. In the case of the German Mountain Division, the infantry brigades/regiments each had some organic artillery, and in several instances organic guns were found at maneuver battalion level. The U.S. Army approach in WWII, after the elimination of the organic regimental cannon companies, was "attachment" of artillery units to maneuver units. The U.S. continued that trend in Vietnam using highly decentralized direct support missions (at battery level), by "attachment" and even by operational control (OPCON). The mission of these small organic units was immediate and close-in fires for the supported maneuver unit. In many battles organic or "attached" DS field artillery units were up front and engaged by the enemy along with the maneuver units. Fighting in the mountains and forests of the Caucasus in 1942, the Germans routinely used their organic "Hausbatterien" well forward with their advanced guard and to accompany reinforcing infantry battalions in order to build up combat power at the decisive point.40 Strikingly similar missions were given to the 616th FA battalion and 605th FA battalion of the 10th Mountain Division in Italy during the Riva Ridge operation.41 In Vietnam the familiar fire base was established, complete with artillery units from platoon to battalion size. The primary concern of that artillery was defense of the fire base concurrent with support of operations outside the fire base.42

In each of these situations the organic or attached artillery worked for the maneuver commander and was not involved in other artillery fires in the immediate sector let alone over the rest of the division front. For additional fires, either interdiction, counterfire or close support, the maneuver units as well as the division relied on the fires of the division, corps or army artillery. The 10th Division reported that at Tarboleva, Italy, "the reinforcing artillery once again saved the day".43 The Germans in the western Caucasus (Maratuk) had support from division and corps artillery units that allowed for concentration, quick response, and close cooperation in their successful attack.44

Another factor limiting the size and scope of organic or attached units is mobility. Not only does close difficult terrain limit the movement of single guns (and their ammunition) but it also makes impractical units any larger than battery, platoon or single gun. High alpine terrain, thick forests and loamy or extreme rocky soil limited the use and resupply of artillery
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pieces by German mountain units. The U.S. Army in Vietnam experienced the same difficulty in the rice paddies of the MeKong Delta and the mountains of the Central Highlands. More recently British artillery in the Falklands was limited by both bog-like terrain and limited helicopter assets to move the guns in support of the attacks on Goose Green and Telegraph Ridge. The 2d PARA at Goose Green was initially supported by only three guns. These units remain small because of the effects of terrain on the mobility of the guns the space available in close, compartmented, untrafficable terrain and the difficulty of resupplying a larger (battalion-sized) unit. In addition strategic mobility considerations were a factor in WWII just as they are today for the LID. The organic regimental cannon companies were eliminated in 10th Mountain Division to save shipping space. Similar considerations effect the LID force design effort as well as planning for actual mission deployment.

At this point one can conclude that small quantities of organic or attached artillery have contributed to the success of close combat in the three divisional units considered. Most important, however, is the fact that these units were not assigned (as organic) or task organized (attached) in order to meet all the firepower needs of their maneuver units in the close battle. Their mission was a limited one, providing direct fires, assault fires and some counterfire and interdiction in the local area of operations. It is interesting to note that the original design concepts for the artillery support in the LID generally corroborate these conclusions. These concepts included organic artillery in the infantry brigades (one battery, 105mm X 9 guns, per brigade). Army Material System Analysis Activity (AMSAA) did the analysis using the Artillery Force Simulation Model (AFSM). The comparison was conducted with the base case (three battalions 105mm, 3 X 6 organic to division) and twelve alternatives, one of which was the organic alternative. The analysis concluded it was an effective, efficient option and in fact it was one of the preferred options. However, it was rejected because it was not the best option for low intensity conflict force design; it did not provide enough howitzers for the close support mission requirements; and the maneuver brigade would have difficulty employing supporting artillery units.

The LID could find itself in many of the same situations depicted in these historical examples: in the Hohe Rhone, the Zagros Mountains or the jungles of Nicaragua. Each of these situations poses different levels of conflict from high to low intensity and different levels of organizational commitment from "battalion packets" to independent division operations. Just as it was for the WWII U.S. and German divisions and the U.S. Vietnam division, the key to success
for the LID is flexibility in its force design. Organic artillery at the division level gives the LID the flexibility to task organize successfully and adapt to any of these missions. In addition artillery organized at the division level (Divarty) provides the C3 node necessary effectively to employ augmentation "plugs" received by the LID (artillery, target acquisition assets, NGF, CAS) from outside the division just as it did in Italy for the 10th Mountain Division and U.S. divisions in Vietnam. The Divarty becomes the clearing house and distribution point for fire planning, fire coordination and allocation of fires to the brigades. Once on the ground attached artillery would provide support in much the same manner described in the Vietnam war with the Divarty "overwatching" the artillery organization for combat, and making changes and adjustments in tactical missions, positioning and ammunition allocation in order to provide adequate and continuous support to subordinate units and the division as a whole. It is this "pooling" of assets coupled with the broad view of the entire situation or battlefield at the division level that enables the proper balance of artillery firepower and maneuver.

In all the historical examples considered as well as the recent LID design efforts, the organic (or attached) units could not provide sufficient support to satisfy all the close support needs of the brigades. The only possible exception might be the UKEF. The bulk of the artillery support for the close in fight, as well as fires for the remainder of the battlefield, came from divisional and non-divisional units under the centralized control of the division headquarters. In short, if the divisions controlled the battle or were responsible for task organizing the artillery and maneuver units sent into the fight, then centralized control at division level was the most effective, efficient method of organizing the field artillery. Those are some of the lessons of the past. What about the future battlefield?

Future Conflict

This look toward the future battlefield will consider the tactical environment of tomorrow as well as the influence of technological change. Current LID organization and doctrine will be assessed in light of these factors to determine if organic artillery in the brigades would be more effective than the current DS mission in future LID organizations.

The Army 21 concept and the MOC96 study orient largely on the conventional battlefield. They do not offer a great deal of information on the future of low intensity conflict and the strategy and type of force the U.S. might use in a low intensity conflict situation. However,
there is research available focusing specifically on the future low intensity battlefield. This research suggests that at the tactical level the battlefield will retain many of the characteristics that have been evolving since WWII:

- Most weapons will be improved, but not essentially different, except that they will be increasingly automated. No single weapon is expected to dominate the battlefield.
- Because of increased lethality there will be an increased requirement to locate the enemy and monitor his activities. The increased requirement to monitor the battlefield will require tactical information processing centers to integrate diverse sources of information.
- Problems with rapid augmentation, deployment and resupply will remain.
- Well-trained soldiers with the ability to operate effectively within a broad spectrum of conflict will continue to be at a premium.
- An integration of many systems, arms and services will be required for success.46

This brief assessment of the conflict environment does not suggest any major force design or organization changes are needed as far as current LID artillery organization is concerned. New technology will expand close battle space with longer range, lighter cannons and mortars, more lethal ammunition, improved propellants, more sophisticated C3 systems, and light weight mobility platforms for soldiers, cannons and mortars. The helicopter is the greatest single technological change currently effecting low intensity combat. It significantly increases the mobility of the force. But the LID is still a footmobile force once on the ground. The U.S. airmobile experience in Vietnam argues strongly against organic artillery in such situations. The experience of the 1st Cavalry Division in the Pleiku Campaign (October 1965) revealed that centralized control allowed the division to task organize and tailor the artillery support to match mission, terrain and transport availability in a highly mobile operation dispersed over an ever expanding jungle battlefield.47 Longer range cannons and more lethal ammunition will give the sparse artillery support in the LID increased combat power. Centralized control of the artillery battalions with this enhanced range and lethality give the division commander even more firepower when concentrating fires and forces especially in the deep battle. An organic association of artillery and brigades only disperses that lethality and gives the division an additional headquarters to go through when concentrating division fires. Some would say the requirement for massed fires has diminished as technology has transformed artillery from an area fire weapon to a more precision killer. On the contrary, the ability to see and kill more discretely allows the force structure to stay light while multiplying the division's lethality.
Ultimately division still needs to control all of its precious few guns, especially so in the LID.

Another argument for organic artillery support to the brigades in the future suggests that C3, the "brain" of the system, will improve tactical and technical actions necessary to attack targets with greater speed and accuracy. A highly mobile conventional environment calls for high volume, sustained fire across the front and in depth. It also needs a highly integrated system of sensor nets and real-time intelligence processing in order to see the enemy and effect the battlefield. As the historical examples of the light division in the mountains and jungles suggest, combat for the light infantry is decentralized on a noncontinuous front. The pace of combat in many cases is slower than a conventional battle and it is characterized by surges of activity versus sustained combat. Targets are fewer and ammunition is carefully managed. These "characteristics" of light infantry combat reduce the need for extensive fire control and data processing systems like TACFIRE. The Germans in the Caucasus found that a good C3 system was critical. The best system was simply one that was well planned, reliable and complete. Technological enhancements in C3 will no doubt improve the speed and security of communications. It will also speed technical artillery gunnery computations and enable the unit to process large volumes of information. However, the ability to enhance adequacy of artillery support at any level is very speculative at this point. Therefore, there is not a convincing technological argument for a change in the organization of the field artillery.

What technology may do is make possible small units of artillery organic to the brigades to supplement close indirect fires from mortars and other artillery units. These would be small, light weight guns that use a lighter weight projectile and propellant. The AMSAA analysis cited previously suggests such an option as efficient and effective. In other words, we might see a return to the cannon companies of American divisions in WWII or the "Hausbatterien" of the German mountain divisions. Additionally, technology will enhance the capabilities of organic mortars in the maneuver units giving them increased range and wider variety of ammunition with greater lethality. Because of its lighter weight (weapon and ammunition) smaller size, greater maneuverability, and trajectory, the mortar is in many cases the weapon of choice (or necessity) for the light infantry in close terrain. For operating in the high Alpines the Germans relied heavily on mortars for close-in fires. The 2d PARA in the Falklands also found mortars indispensable. At Goose Green the 2 PARA was initially supported by only three artillery pieces. At daybreak when weather made air support difficult and naval gunfire was not available, they would normally have turned to their mortars. But they had left the mortars in the rear because
of space and weight limitations on the helicopters and in the rucksacks. In criticizing their own performance, commanders stated that it was a mistake to leave their mortars behind—they would never do that again.\footnote{Mortars are becoming more popular in lighter, smaller and more specialized light infantry formations such as the Israeli Paratroop Brigade and the German Mountain Brigade. In fact both units are organized with 120mm mortars as their organic indirect fire weapons.} They are taking advantage of improvements in mortar construction, increased range and enhanced ammunition capability. The cheaper, lighter weight, highly lethal and effective mortar could be an ideal organic indirect fire weapon for the maneuver brigade. This would preclude organic tube artillery which could be had only at the expense of the division firepower base.

It is clear that technological improvements will increase depth, width and vertical distance on an expanding three dimensional battlefield. Nevertheless, the tactical requirements of the LID remain focused on a footmobile force, operating in close terrain, emphasizing small unit and individual initiative to close with and destroy the enemy. Regardless of range, improvements in lethality, or enhanced communications capability the artillery will best support subordinate units and the division as a whole only if control remains at the division level. All of these factors enhance the division’s ability to provide responsive, continuous support across the entire battlefield, a capability that would be dispersed and diluted if the artillery battalions were organic to the brigades.

Four Principles of War

To examine further the advantages and disadvantages of organic artillery versus DS artillery it is useful to look at the underlying principles of traditional field artillery doctrine. The natural tendency toward decentralized organizations and operations in the light infantry reflects the self-reliant, offensive-minded character of those units. Wallace Franz points out that organic firepower gives infantry not only united killing power but confidence. Good infantry inflicts heavy damage on the enemy with organic weapons. In the light infantry especially, organic weapons are the “weapons of choice”.\footnote{These comments are made with traditional infantry weapons in mind like machine-guns, grenade launchers and anti-tank weapons. But it raises the question of whether the artillery should also be organic. In the mind of the infantryman the most responsive firepower comes from weapons that in fact as well as in}
essence “belong” to the organization. Although this is a tempting conclusion the facts drawn from the historical examples do not support it. Responsiveness has been best gained and maintained through a flexible system of centralized control. An examination of the principles of offense, mass, economy of force and unity of effort best illustrates this point.53

Centralization of control first of all establishes the overall offensive character of the artillery support in light infantry organizations. When the U.S. Army advisors first arrived in South Vietnam they found the artillery of the Vietnamese Army (ARVN) being employed ineffectively. Units were employed in fixed defensive positions, parceled out in single gun, platoon or battery sized elements to reinforce strong points. The artillery lacked mobility as it remained static in position for months at a time. Artillery not deployed on the battlefield was placed in holding areas in the rear, more often for protection of the artillery pieces than for the benefit of future operations. There was no centralized control whatever in assigning missions, nor was there a technical capability to mass fires.

In situations where infantry regiments had artillery, under the direct control of a maneuver commander, the regimental commander actually commanded the artillery unit. The Vietnamese ground maneuver commander tended to over-involve himself with artillery tactics and employment with negative results. To make matters worse the artillery units could not fire without permission of the maneuver chain of command which often precluded massing of the division fires. This micro management of artillery hampered the flexibility of the division commander to influence other parts of the battlefield. Fortunately U.S. Army advisors were able to break the restrictive, reactive and highly defensive orientation by centralizing control at the division level. They also improved communications and technical fire direction capabilities. ARVN units were then able to mass and respond to calls for fire according to mission assignments and the priorities established by the division. All artillery units were given tactical missions and artillery was not held in reserve. Although Vietnamese artillery improved greatly it continued to have problems breaking with the past and continued to have technical difficulties. Ultimately ARVN units still required extensive U.S. artillery support (advice as well as fires) but their performance did improve throughout the war.54

During the same war the 25th Inf... division conducted an appraisal of its fire support bases in late 1968. It was determined that a defensive mindset, or “fire base psychosis”, was limiting the success of their operations as maneuver units huddled close to the overwhelming firepower available to them on the fire base. Once units moved out from these strong points on
local offensive operations they were supported by a system of deep, simultaneous and continuous fires coordinated with the divisional and non-divisional artillery, as well as close air support and armed helicopters. Subsequent 25th division experience showed that ultimately offensive maneuver when combined with the offensive use of artillery coordinated and controlled at Division level resolved the defensive mindset.55

If the artillery battalions are organic to the brigades, the division would be limited in its ability aggressively and offensively to influence the battle massing fires and shifting fires to critical points. Although in the UKEF the organic artillery units successfully provided support to their brigades, indications are that more adequate support could have been provided by a coordinated centralized effort by the artillery units. Given these three examples (ARVN, 25th Div, UKEF) it is evident that while providing adequate support to the brigades the organic relationship tends to stifle the overall offensive capability of the division.

The ability to mass, or concentrate, is the capability to deliver fires that are necessary or tactically significant. Although light infantry relies on decisive maneuver, firepower is critical for effective concentration of combat power and protection of the force. Artillery fires in support of the light force come not only from their organic, attached or DS artillery, but from all other resources available to the division. As one looks across any battlefield there will be critical or decisive engagements at certain places. But seldom if ever will there be decisive engagements across the entire battlefield. Examples of massed fires in the 10th Mountain and the U.S. divisions in Vietnam illustrate the decisive effect of coordinated and massed division and non-divisional artillery. Those guns were available because division had control of them even though they were attached or DS. On the other hand the South Vietnamese early experiences in the Vietnam war illustrates the debilitating effect decentralized control can have on the ability to mass fires. Artillery can maneuver across the battlefield, technically, using deflection and quadrant. This tremendous versatility allows the artillery in the division to respond to more than one unit and more than one priority. Most importantly it allows the division commander to respond to the enemy en masse when necessary. The 7th LID emphasizes this capability to mass fires using a "Gold Target System". When a critical target is located or a unit is at a decisive point in the battle this system allows the division to mass the fires of all its artillery, DS and 5.56 If the artillery battalions were organic this capability to concentrate would be constrained. Therefore it can be seen that responsive and adequate (tactically significant) fire support is not so much a matter of "belonging" as it is a matter of mission responsibilities or...
priorities assigned by the division.

Economy of force is the partner of concentration. It allows one to make full use of all resources, theoretically striking a balance between too much and too little. From the standpoint of centralized control it allows the artillery to use all available guns, leaving none standing idle in reserve. The axiom of "artillery is never in reserve" has particular significance in the case of the LID. The current U.S. LID has the same inherent limitations in artillery support as its WWII counterpart, the 10th Mountain Division. This paucity of artillery available makes it imperative that all available guns play a role on the battlefield. If field artillery battalions were organic to the LID infantry brigades, the artillery of a brigade in reserve would conceivably also be in reserve unless the organic relationship were modified and in fact violated. The flexibility in a centralized system, however, compensates for that situation by assigning standard tactical missions, on-order missions, and by establishing ammunition expenditure priorities thru controlled supply rates (CSR). The overall effects of artillery not actively engaged in supporting the battle are evident in the experience of the South Vietnamese Army. An additional concern related to economy of force is the actual commitment of artillery in close combat along with the supported infantry units. Organic and "attached" units in many cases quickly get involved in the confusion and destruction of the close-in fight. Killing the enemy with assault or direct fires supporting small unit maneuver and basic survival requirements dominate the action. The artillery unit involved in close combat or the imminent threat of such an engagement is unable to support any other requirements from the brigade or the division in other parts of the battlefield (deep or rear). The division or brigade is effectively robbed of that firepower for any other purpose. The German and American experience in WWII as well as more recent experience in Vietnam suggests that organic or attached artillery has a tendency to get directly involved in close combat along with its maneuver unit. In many cases the artillery was employed as assault guns or in defense of a fire base, for example. These same examples also illustrate that close combat could put the guns at risk. Physical destruction of the already sparse numbers of artillery pieces available is danger a light force, such as the U.S. LID, can ill afford. Given the vagaries of close combat, organic artillery battalions are not the best option for the maneuver brigades in the LID.

A final principle to examine is unity of effort. Another very attractive assumption in the argument for organic artillery is team-building and cohesion. A command relationship backed up by a close day to day working relationships and frequent combined arms training
opportunities would produce a more cohesive combined arms team, the end result being better teamwork but most importantly better artillery support for the infantry. The fact that maneuver and artillery must cooperate is a given and the argument has merit. But it is a questionable assumption that a command relationship will enhance cooperation and improve the quality of artillery support. One example used frequently to support this contention is the howitzer battery assigned to the armored cavalry squadron. In Vietnam, artillery training became such a problem that the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment turned to a nearby division artillery for help to keep their howitzer batteries proficient. However, a counter to that example is the 173rd Airborne Brigade and the 2d Brigade of the 1st Infantry Division in Vietnam (June-1965). Both units operated as separate brigades with their own "organic" field artillery close support battalions. Both brigades performed well during the early build-up of U.S. troops in Vietnam and there is no record of training or proficiency problems either in the combined arms effort or the technical proficiency of the artillery close support battalions. The difference between the two examples is the difference between a captain and a lieutenant colonel. The captain commanding the howitzer battery does not have the training, experience or staff to assist him in establishing and enforcing standards of training and performance. On the other hand the lieutenant colonel commanding the artillery battalion of the 173d Brigade or the 2d Brigade (1st Infantry Division) had years of accumulated experience and a complete staff to insure the proficiency of his command. There is a logical argument here that says, if an artillery unit is having difficulty executing its responsibilities as a part of the combined arms team, it is a function of leadership and training and not a matter of command relationships. However, experience at the National Training Center (NTC) has surfaced training problems and there is still speculation that deficiencies could be resolved if the artillery "belonged" to the brigade.

A recent summary of observations by the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (USAFAS) reveals that the artillery in general is having some difficulties at the National Training Center. In addition results of the 7th Infantry Division Celtic Cross exercises (CCIII, CCIV) indicate that division is having similar difficulties although not to the same extent indicated in the USAFAS report. Some of the problem areas are:

- Insufficient doctrine to properly prepare a fire support plan.
- Weak or haphazard staff interaction and coordination in all phases of operations (between artillery FSO's and maneuver S3, S2, Engineers)
- Insufficient procedures for FSO's to prepare fire plans in a time constrained environment.
- Insufficient doctrinal guidance on where commanders and FSO's should locate (ie separately or together)\(^5\)

Additional observations include:
- Captains are needed as FIST; Lieutenants are simply too inexperienced.
- FIST do not understand maneuver tactics, techniques.
- FIST/FSO are poor fire planners.
- FIST/FSO do not "see" the battlefield well.
- Battalion commanders are too concerned with the artillery and not enough with FSCOORD duties.\(^6\)

The NTC report goes on to evaluate each finding and make recommendations. In virtually every case solutions can be found in the service school system or in unit training. The report recommends the Field Artillery School review and rewrite doctrine, for instance, in the case of the poor fire plans and weak fire planners. Recommendations are also made that include better unit training plans and better training execution in combined arms exercises. In sum the NTC observations report views the problems as a matter for doctrinal refinement, better unit training and a more focused effort by all artillerymen to do a better job in the critical business of combined arms training. The problems highlighted in the NTC report and in the Celtic Cross reports are not a unique problem in a peacetime army.

The observations in the NTC report and its enclosures are a general indictment implying that the field artillery and maneuver are losing their focus on the combined arms effort. There are similar trends experienced in British artillery between WWI and WWII. After WWI the British established the School of Artillery at Larkhill where it ultimately became the artillery "Mecca," because of the influence of the Imperial General Staff. Gunnery instructors, as well as the subjects they taught, became God and Gospel. However, the fault with the system lay in this close-knit artillery community's conservative approach which focused narrowly on technical artillery (ie gunnery, meteorology, tactics) subjects while the army, better yet warfare itself, was going through the armored revolution. "There was a tragic failure to build a bridge between the old arm and the new".\(^6\) For a variety of reasons during this time of peace the artillery lost sight of its tactical responsibility to the maneuver arm. It was not focusing on and cooperating with the armored force and the traditional infantry arm. Larkhill instead was mainly concerned
with artillery...speed, time and accuracy. At the same time the maneuver arms failed to concern
themselves with artillery support and failed to agree on what it should be or how it could be
improved with a resulting lack of critical developments in doctrine, training and equipment
improvements. Shelford Bidwell sums up the results:

"The legacy of all this folly was that no attempt was made before the
war broke out to work out a common doctrine for co-operation between
tanks and field guns and equally important, tanks and antitank guns. This
was to cost us much more than the lack of a selfpropelled gun".62

In the campaign of 1940 the Royal Artillery failed successfully to support the infantry
and armor and it was largely a question of doctrine and training: they simply had not spent
enough time in the maneuvers of 1939-1940 doing combined arms training and maneuver.63
The British Artillery was later successful in adapting to the battlefield. They did that by
developing better combined arms doctrine, better equipment, and conducting more intense "all
arms" training. The solution was not found in an organic command relationship. Centralized
control of the artillery and the DS mission relationship provided satisfactory support. The only
additional requirement was good training and a combined arms focus.

Application of these four principles to the argument for organic versus DS artillery
favors the DS relationship. The basic characteristics of the LID are offense and initiative, and
the field artillery organization needs to mirror that image. "Fighting economically" is another
characteristic of the LID. It goes into the fight very lean and with a minimum of combat support
assets. Consequently, it is imperative that the limited artillery available be used efficiently to
provide responsive, continuous fires, and massed fires when necessary. Unity of effort is of
paramount importance when building the combined arms team. Intelligent leadership and sound
training will prepare an effective "all arms team" for tomorrow's battlefield. This brief review
of four basic principles of war as they relate to this argument confirms that there is no
significant benefit to be gained from assigning artillery battalions organic to the maneuver
brigades of the LID.

Conclusions

In order to determine whether the maneuver brigades should have organic artillery
battalions in the Light Infantry Division this paper has examined the LID, its unique missions,
capabilities and limitations, and its unique light infantry characteristics. Also considered were historical examples of light divisions in WWII, infantry divisions “fighting light” in Vietnam and the contemporary British light contingency force. The analysis included an examination of the use of organic close support artillery in these historical examples. The future battlefield and its potential requirements for a change in the artillery battalion–maneuver brigade relationship was also considered. Finally, the organic and direct support options were examined using four principles of war: offense, mass, economy of force, and unity of effort. The following conclusions can be drawn:

- The close support artillery battalions of the LID should not be organic to the maneuver brigades.
- The LID is designed to combine arms at the division level. Division cannot synchronize its field artillery battalions to support the division battle if those battalions are organic to the maneuver brigades.
- The doctrinal tenets of adequacy, flexibility and continuity, as they are applied in current artillery force design and organization, provide a sufficient doctrinal foundation on which to build an effective fighting force capable of winning on the Airland battlefield.
- Conditions on the battlefield of the 1990’s do not require a change to the current artillery organization.
- Technological innovation into the 1990’s supports the current artillery organization.
- Technological improvements in mortars (caliber, range and ammunition) will offer greater indirect firepower to maneuver brigades. Mortars are potentially an alternative to organic artillery battalions as the primary indirect fire support means for the brigades of the Light Infantry Division.
- *Some* organic artillery in the maneuver brigades appears to be an efficient, effective option, although the brigade would be unable to rely on these small units of artillery for all of its close support needs.
- Combined arms training and cooperation with maneuver units continues to be a challenge for the current artillery system. Peacetime training practices and doctrinal development generally lag behind the realities of combat. Imaginative leadership and aggressive combined arms training will reduce this gap, rather than an organic relationship between artillery battalions and maneuver brigades.

Before a final conclusion can be reached in this argument, several subjects need more
complete analysis. Assigning organic artillery battalions to the brigades of the LID would have a profound impact on the LID Divarty. A thorough examination of the impact on the Divarty and its role in the division fire support system will be required. There will also be significant effects on current artillery doctrine requiring fundamental changes to the current system. Maneuver doctrine will also be affected although not to the same extent. This "joint" effect on the doctrine and organizations of the armor, infantry and artillery needs careful consideration before a decision is made. Finally, many logistics questions remain to be answered. Especially important are the supply of Class 5, 7 and 9 in both peacetime and in wartime. All these questions notwithstanding, at this point we can conclude that the fire support structure that exists in the LID today works. It has been proven in combat and the artillery is recognized as an essential member of the combined arms team. This analysis has provided no clear reason or advantage to changing the artillery relationship with the infantry brigades from direct support to organic.
Inherent Responsibility for Field Artillery Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>Organic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answers calls for fire in priority from</td>
<td>Supported units</td>
<td>Supported unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Own Observers</td>
<td>Own Observers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Force FA HQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has as its zone of fire</td>
<td>Zone of action</td>
<td>Zone of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supported unit</td>
<td>Supported unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnishes FIST &amp; FSO</td>
<td>Supported unit</td>
<td>Supported unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnishes LNO</td>
<td>No requirement</td>
<td>No requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishes Commo with</td>
<td>FIST, FSO and Supported unit HQ</td>
<td>FIST, FSO and Supported unit HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioned by</td>
<td>DS FA unit cdr</td>
<td>Organic FA unit cdr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or as directed by higher FA HQ</td>
<td>(or as directed by brigade cdr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Plans</td>
<td>Develops own fire plans</td>
<td>Develops own fire plans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30
Regimental Cannon Company

Strategic mobility and tactical considerations made the self-propelled howitzers impractical (1942). The towed howitzer replaced the self-propelled howitzer in 1943. Due to the subsequent loss of mobility and maneuverability commanders in Theatre reported the cannon companies could not be used to accompany armored and infantry formations. Not only could the towed howitzer not keep up; they could not survive well forward. Cannon companies more frequently tied in with divisional artillery direct support (DS) units and became a "fourth battery" in these units.
These organic howitzer platoons varied in size and type weapon throughout the war depending on the terrain and the mission. They were generally 105mm or 75mm howitzers and 75mm mountain howitzers.
U.S. Infantry Division Artillery (1965)
Source: See Endnote 70
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